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Abstract: The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) National Centers for
Environmental Information (NCEI) generates digital elevation models (DEMs) that range from the
local to global scale. Collectively, these DEMs are essential to determining the timing and extent of
coastal inundation and improving community preparedness, event forecasting, and warning systems.
We initiated a comprehensive framework at NCEI, the Continuously Updated DEM (CUDEM)
Program, with seamless bare-earth, topographic-bathymetric and bathymetric DEMs for the entire
United States (U.S.) Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico Coasts, Hawaii, American Territories, and portions
of the U.S. Pacific Coast. The CUDEMs are currently the highest-resolution, seamless depiction
of the entire U.S. Atlantic and Gulf Coasts in the public domain; coastal topographic-bathymetric
DEMs have a spatial resolution of 1/9th arc-second (~3 m) and offshore bathymetric DEMs coarsen
to 1/3rd arc-second (~10 m). We independently validate the land portions of the CUDEMs with
NASA’s Advanced Topographic Laser Altimeter System (ATLAS) instrument on board the Ice, Cloud,
and land Elevation Satellite-2 (ICESat-2) observatory and calculate a corresponding vertical mean
bias error of 0.12 m ± 0.75 m at one standard deviation, with an overall RMSE of 0.76 m. We
generate the CUDEMs through a standardized process using free and open-source software (FOSS)
and provide open-access to our code repository. The CUDEM framework consists of systematic
tiled geographic extents, spatial resolutions, and horizontal and vertical datums to facilitate rapid
updates of targeted areas with new data collections, especially post-storm and tsunami events. The
CUDEM framework also enables the rapid incorporation of high-resolution data collections ingested
into local-scale DEMs into NOAA NCEI’s suite of regional and global DEMs. Future research efforts
will focus on the generation of additional data products, such as spatially explicit vertical error
estimations and morphologic change calculations, to enhance the utility and scientific benefits of the
CUDEM Program.

Keywords: digital elevation model; topography; bathymetry; coastal; inundation

1. Introduction

Approximately 40 percent of the United States (U.S.) population lives in coastal coun-
ties prone to flooding [1]. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
National Centers for Environmental Information (NCEI) generates digital elevation models
(DEMs) to support the modeling of coastal inundation, e.g., [2–12]. Coastal DEMs are
representations of the Earth’s solid surface that extend across the coastal land–water inter-
face [13–18]. NCEI scientists, in collaboration with the Cooperative Institute for Research
in Environmental Sciences (CIRES) at the University of Colorado Boulder, generate coastal
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DEMs by seamlessly integrating bathymetric and topographic datasets from numerous fed-
eral, state, and local government agencies [14,18–21]. Accurate, topographic-bathymetric
DEMs are essential to coastal flood modeling as the shape and depth of the ocean floor
affects the speed and height of waves [22–26], and the coastal land topography primarily
determines the inland extent of inundation [21]. NOAA NCEI DEMs have spatial coverages
that range from the local (e.g., [8]), to regional (e.g., [12]), to global scale (e.g., [2]), and,
collectively, the suite of DEMs is used to model coastal inundation, e.g., [27–30].

1.1. Overview of NCEI DEMs

NOAA NCEI in Boulder, Colorado, formerly the National Geophysical Data Center
(NGDC), developed the topographic-bathymetric global relief model, ETOPO5, in 1993, at a
spatial resolution of 5 arc-minutes (~10 km) [31]. NGDC generated subsequent global relief
models at finer spatial resolutions of 2 arc-minutes (~4 km) [32] and 1 arc-minute (~2 km) [2].
NGDC also generated regional coastal relief models (CRMs) of the U.S. Economic Exclusive
Zone (EEZ) that extend to, and in certain locations beyond, the continental slope [12,33–42].
NGDC generated the first CRMs of the Northeast Atlantic [12] and Southeast Atlantic [33]
in 1999, at a spatial resolution of 3 arc-seconds (~90 m) and the most recent CRM was
updated in 2012, at a spatial resolution of 1 arc-second (~30 m) [41]. At the local scale,
NGDC first developed a community-based DEM for Myrtle Beach, South Carolina, in
2006, at a spatial resolution of 1/3rd arc-second (~10 m) to support tsunami inundation
modeling [43]. Between 2002 and 2014, NGDC generated more than one hundred DEMs
for communities to support tsunami and storm surge inundation modeling efforts, hazard
mitigation, and community preparedness, e.g., [4–7,9–11,44,45]. NGDC, in addition to the
National Oceanic Data Center (NODC) and National Climatic Data Center (NCDC), were
consolidated into NCEI in 2015. NCEI is responsible for hosting and providing access to
one of the most significant environmental data archives on Earth, with comprehensive
oceanic, atmospheric, and geophysical data.

1.2. DEM Projects

As CIRES scientists at NCEI, we generate local-scale DEMs to provide essential data
for modeling coastal inundation for specific communities. These DEM development ef-
forts have primarily been funded by the NOAA National Weather Service (NWS), NOAA
Tsunami Program, and National Tsunami Hazard Mitigation Program (NTHMP). We
initiated a comprehensive DEM development framework in collaboration with the U.S.
Geological Survey (USGS) in 2014 to provide our modeling partners with coastal DEMs
generated with consistent methodologies and specifications [46]. Since 2014, the frame-
work has been enhanced to support coastal inundation modeling for the NOAA Tsunami
Program, NTHMP, and the Consumer Option for an Alternative System to Allocate Losses
(COASTAL) Act. More recently, we generated additional DEMs and advanced this frame-
work with funding from the Bipartisan Budget Act of 2018: NOAA Supplemental Funding
for Hurricanes Harvey, Irma, and Maria and through our support of the USGS as part of
the National Oceanographic Partnership Program (NOPP) Predicting Hurricane Coastal
Impacts, FY21-24 project.

1.2.1. NOAA Tsunami Program and National Tsunami Hazard Mitigation Program

The NOAA Tsunami Program, administered by the NWS, is an effort to minimize
the impacts of tsunamis on coastal communities through effective, timely warnings and
evacuations. The NOAA Tsunami program leverages the capabilities of the NWS and
various NOAA line offices, including the Office of Oceanic and Atmospheric Research
(OAR), National Ocean Service (NOS), and the National Environmental Satellite, Data, and
Information Service (NESDIS). NCEI, as part of NESDIS, produces high-resolution coastal
DEMs and is the long-term archive for national and international tsunami data, a natural
hazards image database, and the global historical tsunami database.
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NCEI DEMs are used for both the forecast (e.g., [47–50]) and the inundation mapping
(e.g., [51–58]) components of the NOAA Tsunami Program and NTHMP. In the forecasting
component, a precomputed scenario provides an estimate of wave arrival time, height,
and inundation immediately after a tsunami triggering event. The numerical model
incorporates a set of spatially nested DEMs, ranging from low-spatial resolution DEMs at
the ocean basin scale to high-resolution at the coast, to resolve the changing wavelength
as the tsunami moves into shallower waters [55]. The inundation modeling relies on
high-resolution DEMs to provide information about the potential wave height, speed, and
maximum inundation line at specific community locations. The development of inundation
maps is fundamental to tsunami preparedness and planning efforts to understand and
assess a communities’ tsunami hazard. Tsunami propagation and inundation numerical
models require the most current and accurate bathymetric and topographic data to reliably
assess the potential impacts of tsunami events [50]. More up-to-date tsunami hazard
assessments facilitate improved response plans and evacuation maps, and thereby, help
save lives.

1.2.2. Consumer Option for an Alternative System to Allocate Losses (COASTAL) Act

The COASTAL Act was signed into law on 6 July 2012 [59]. The purpose of the
COASTAL Act is to lower costs to the Federal Emergency Management Agency’s (FEMA)
National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) by better determining wind versus water damage
for “indeterminate losses” from damaging tropical cyclones in the U.S. and its territories.
Indeterminate losses are where little tangible evidence beyond a building’s foundation
remains for insurance claim adjustments. The COASTAL Act requires NOAA to produce
detailed “post-storm assessments” that contain outputs from a hindcast model indicating
the strength and timing of damaging winds and water at specific building foundation
locations. Results that are certified by NOAA as being greater than 90 percent accurate will
then be input into a FEMA-managed formula to determine the appropriate loss allocation
between wind and water damage.

We generate DEMs at NCEI for the COASTAL Act to support NOS storm surge mod-
eling and, secondarily, the Office of Water Prediction (OWP) National Water Model (NWM)
riverine modeling. NOS storm surge modelers use NCEI DEMs to update the Hurricane
Surge On-demand Forecast System (HSOFS) unstructured grid for the Gulf of Mexico
and Atlantic Ocean. The grid extends on land areas up to a topographic height of 10 m
with a grid resolution of approximately 200 m, with finer spatial resolutions representing
hydrologically important channels and topographic features. NCEI DEMs are improving
the representation of these important topographic and bathymetric features in regions
vulnerable to inundation and the refined HSOFS grid is being evaluated with the Advanced
Circulation Model (ADCIRC)-WAVEWATCH III (WW3) coupled model system [60] to en-
sure numerical soundness and stability. NCEI DEMs are secondarily supporting the NWM,
which is the foundation for riverine hydrologic forecasting. NWM provides river channel
discharge within the continental United States (CONUS) including coastal zones, and
ultimately, the NWM freshwater model will be coupled to the ocean models Extratropical
Surge and Tide Operational Forecast System (ESTOFS) and ADCIRC [61].

1.2.3. Bipartisan Budget Act of 2018: NOAA Supplemental Funding for Hurricanes Harvey,
Irma, and Maria

The Bipartisan Budget Act of 2018 was signed into law on February 9, 2018 [62]. NOAA
NCEI received supplemental appropriations for disaster-related response and recovery
efforts associated with Hurricanes Harvey, Irma, and Maria, with a focus on enhancing
marine geophysical data management tools. This funding is supporting the ingest and
archive of marine geophysical data collected in areas impacted by Hurricanes Irma, Harvey,
and Maria, and the use of post-storm topographic-bathymetric lidar and multibeam swath
bathymetric data to update NCEI’s coastal DEMs in those areas. The funding is also
supporting research on new methods to facilitate the rapid incorporation of updated DEMs
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into regional and global elevation models, which will maximize the value of post-storm
data and ensure scientific modeling efforts use elevation models that best reflect the current
morphology across spatial scales.

1.2.4. National Oceanographic Partnership Program (NOPP) Predicting Hurricane Coastal
Impacts, FY21-24

As part of the NOPP Predicting Hurricane Coastal Impacts, FY21-24 effort, the USGS
is generating coastal DEMs and land surface variables for use in forecasting hurricane
impacts. We are supporting USGS efforts on this project by generating high-resolution
coastal DEMs to improve the accuracy of forecasting hurricane impacts including coastal
wave, current, and sediment transport models used in the hindcast modeling of CONUS
landing hurricanes. The USGS Earth Resources Observation and Science (EROS) Center
generates coastal DEMs as part of their Coastal National Elevation Database (CoNED)
Project [13,16]. NOAA NCEI and USGS EROS continue to collaboratively develop best-
practices for DEM generation [46], although final DEM specifications, e.g., spatial extents
and resolution, horizontal and vertical reference systems, can vary between NOAA NCEI
and USGS EROS DEMs due to specific project requirements. We are currently collaborating
with USGS EROS to generate new and updated coastal DEMs in hurricane-prone areas of
the CONUS and to collate the best available coastal DEMs from NOAA NCEI and USGS
EROS based on spatial resolution, vertical accuracy, and the date of generation.

1.3. Motivation for Comprehensive DEM Program

There were two primary motivations to initiate a comprehensive DEM program at
NOAA NCEI. The first motivation was the need to rapidly and seamlessly update high-
resolution, local-scale DEMs, especially in dynamic regions after morphological changes
from currents, tides, storm surge, waves, and tsunamis. Between 2002 and 2014, NOAA
NCEI was typically tasked to generate DEMs for individual coastal communities according
to funders’ specifications. Such project-based specifications included the DEM spatial reso-
lution, spatial extents to include important features for community-based coastal modeling,
horizontal reference (e.g., geographic or local projected coordinate systems), vertical refer-
ence (e.g., orthometric or tidal-based vertical datums), and raster storage registration (e.g.,
pixel- or grid-node registrations). We were often tasked to generate adjacent project-based
DEMs years apart, and differences in the source datasets available at the time of the DEM
generation exacerbated vertical offsets at the boundaries of DEMs caused by incongruent
spatial resolutions, spatial extents and overlaps, horizontal datums, vertical datums, and
raster registrations (Figure 1). Such DEM boundary condition differences can cause inac-
curate and unstable coastal modeling results. Further, incongruent DEM specifications
require additional processing steps to both update adjacent community DEMs with new
topographic and bathymetric data collections and to ingest the resulting updated DEMs
into regional and global elevation models.

The importance of nested local, regional, and global elevation models for coastal
inundation modeling is the second motivation for a comprehensive DEM development
program. Local, community-scale DEMs that integrate topography and bathymetry are
essential for modeling waves and inundated coastal land areas. However, the speed and
magnitude of tsunami wave propagation and inundation is affected by both near- and
off-shore bathymetric features [22–26]. Similarly, storm surge and associated wave action
are modeled at the basin scale (e.g., North Atlantic Ocean) on unstructured mesh grids with
coarser resolutions in deeper waters and are imperative for warning systems providing
forecasts days before the expected landfall. Inaccurate regional and global bathymetry
models can cause coastal inundation modeling instability, particularly in areas offshore with
large terrain slopes (e.g., Puerto Rico). In a comprehensive DEM development program,
new data collections can be used to rapidly update local DEMs, which are then ingested
into regional and global DEMs to minimize artificial elevation and depth discontinuities at
the domain boundaries between nested spatial scales.
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Figure 1. Differences in adjacent project-based DEM specifications and available source data at the
time of generation can result in vertical offsets at the boundaries of DEMs. A topographic profile
across the DEM boundary (red-dashed line) indicates a nearly 1 m offset (black arrow) in important
coastal areas between the NOAA NCEI 2014 Central FL DEM and 2010 Palm Beach DEM.

The accuracy of local DEMs is continuously improving with modern topography and
bathymetry data acquisition technologies. Modern aerial lidar and sonar data, as well as
recent technical advances in structure from motion from multi-view stereo imagery with
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) [63,64] and the fusion of space-borne lidar and optical
imagery [65], are continuously increasing the accuracy of representing present-day mor-
phology in DEMs. Tsunamis, storm surge, and wave action can also cause morphological
change, especially along dynamic, sandy coastlines [30,66–68], which necessitates continual
updates to coastal DEMs. Post-event data collections should be used to rapidly update local
DEMs, and at the same time, update regional and global elevation models. These two main
factors provide the motivation for a comprehensive program to facilitate the systematic
and efficient development and update of DEMs across all spatial scales. As members of the
NOAA NCEI DEM Team through CIRES, the authors of this manuscript initiated a com-
prehensive program to develop a consistent, multi-resolution suite of tiled continuously
updated DEMs, referred to hereafter as the “CUDEMs”, that rapidly incorporates the most
modern topographic and bathymetric data at the local, regional, and global scale.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area

We generated CUDEM tiles for the entire U.S. Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico Coasts,
Hawaii, Puerto Rico, U.S. Virgin Islands (USVI), American Samoa, Guam, and the Common-
wealth of the Northern Mariana Islands (CNMI) to support coastal inundation modeling
(Figure 2). We generated the integrated topographic-bathymetric DEMs at a spatial reso-
lution of 1/9th arc-second (~3 m) and additional offshore bathymetric DEMs at a coarser
resolution of 1/3rd arc-second (~10 m) to support storm surge and wave modeling for
the COASTAL Act. The coastal DEMs extend inland to the NOAA National Hurricane
Center (NHC) Maximum of the Maximum envelope of high water (MOM). The MOM
extent provides a worst-case snapshot for a particular storm category under combinations
of forward speed, trajectory, and initial tide level for hurricane evacuation planning and
to develop the nation’s evacuation zones [69]. We generated DEMs for the COASTAL Act
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to the MOM inland extent for a Category 4 hurricane for Virginia, U.S. northward and
Category 5 hurricane south of Virginia. The MOM inland extent and resulting CUDEM cov-
erage is primarily determined by coastal elevations and terrain slope. The elevation-based
nature ensures that CUDEMs are available for modeling inland impacts from extreme
storms, especially for low-lying, flat coastal areas such as the U.S. southeastern Atlantic and
Gulf Coast. The NOAA Tsunami Program and NTHMP funded NCEI DEM development
for portions of the U.S. Pacific Coast, including Alaska, Washington State, Oregon, and
California as specified by modelers. NCEI Pacific Coast DEMs generated for NTHMP
extend inland to the tsunami inundation line determined by state inundation modelers and
also include additional bathymetric DEMs offshore for modeling the tsunami wavelength
as it travels into coastal waters.
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Figure 2. NOAA NCEI-tiled CUDEM footprints as of October 2022. The CUDEMs cover the entire
U.S. Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico Coasts, and the lettered inserts show the portions of (A) Alaska
and (B) Washington (WA), Oregon (OR) and California (CA) Coasts, and the entirety of (C) Hawaii,
(D) Guam and CNMI, (E) Puerto Rico and USVI, and (F) American Samoa.

2.2. Continuously Updated DEM Program

The concept of a comprehensive DEM Program at NOAA NCEI originated in 2014
with the development of systematic tiled DEMs with Post-Hurricane Sandy topographic
and bathymetric data collections. NOAA NCEI and the USGS jointly determined DEM
specifications to model coastal land elevations and water depths for the coastal areas
impacted by Hurricane Sandy as part of a broader framework to seamlessly depict merged
topography and bathymetry along U.S. coasts [46]. We initiated the CUDEM Program to
facilitate the rapid update of NCEI DEMs with new bathymetric and topographic data
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collections and to improve consistency across NCEI’s suite of local, regional, and global
DEMs. The CUDEM Program includes DEM generation in a geographic coordinate system
(i.e., North American Datum of 1983), the official National Geodetic Survey (NGS) vertical
datums for the CONUS, Hawaii, and U.S. Island Territories (Table 1), pixel-node (area)
raster registration [70], and systematic 0.25 decimal degree tile extents (~25 km by 25 km).

Table 1. Vertical datum specifications for the CUDEMs. ** Note that there is no unified vertical
reference for Hawaii, and we generated the DEMs relative to approximately local mean sea level. See
Cooper [71] and references therein for additional information on vertically referencing elevation data
in Hawaii.

Geographic Location Vertical Datum Dates

CONUS North American Vertical Datum of
1988 (NAVD88) 1992–present

Hawaii ** Local Mean Sea Level –

Puerto Rico Puerto Rico Vertical Datum of 2002
(PRVD02) 2002–present

USVI Virgin Islands Vertical Datum of 2009
(VIVD09) 2009–present

Guam Guam Vertical Datum of 2004
(GUVD04) 2004–present

CNMI Northern Marianas Vertical Datum of
2003 (NMVD03) 2003–present

American Samoa American Samoa Vertical Datum of
2002 (ASVD02) 2002–2020

We generate the CUDEMs at a spatial resolution of 1/9th arc-second along the coastline
where we integrate topographic and bathymetric datasets and 1/3rd arc-second farther
offshore where there are typically sparser bathymetric source data. The spatial resolutions
reflect the typical elevation measurement data density in many U.S. coastal areas: dense,
topographic and bathymetric lidar measurements nearshore, and sparse, legacy sonar and
lead line measurements offshore, especially in shallow, continental shelves [46]. The vertical
units for all CUDEMs are meters and the raster file format is Georeferenced Tiff (Geotiff).

In addition to consistent DEM horizontal and vertical reference systems and spatial
resolutions, the 0.25 decimal degree tile extents framework facilitates rapid updates of
targeted areas with new data collections, especially post-storm and tsunami events. The
tiled framework enabled the rapid update of CUDEMs with post-Hurricane Harvey (Texas)
and Maria (Puerto Rico and USVI) topographic and bathymetric lidar and sonar data
collections as part of the Bipartisan Budget Act of 2018: NOAA Supplemental Funding
for Hurricanes Harvey, Irma, and Maria [62]. At the time of publication, we are currently
ingesting post-Hurricane Irma topographic and bathymetric lidar and sonar data collections
to update CUDEMs in southwest Florida. As part of this project, we conducted research
to rapidly incorporate updated local DEMs into regional and global elevation models,
which will maximize the value of post-storm data and ensure scientific modeling efforts
utilize elevation models that best reflect the current morphology across spatial scales.
Specifically, additional bathymetric DEM tiles offshore Puerto Rico were generated at 1 arc-
second (~30 m) and merged with 1/9th arc-second and 1/3rd arc-second tiles to create a
regional CRM of Puerto Rico at 1 arc-second spatial resolution. We are also developing
additional CRMs at the regional scale along the U.S. Atlantic and Gulf Coasts. Most
recently, we generated a new, global relief model, ETOPO 2022, at 15 arc-second (~0.5 km)
spatial resolution in the CUDEM framework that incorporated all of the higher resolution
CUDEMs [72].

2.3. DEM Generation with Free and Open Source Software

We generate the CUDEMs through a standardized process using free and open-source
software (FOSS) and provide open-access to our code repository for consistency, trans-
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parency, and to promote accessibility [73]. DEM development at NOAA NCEI is an iterative
process with multiple quality-control (QC) measures. The general DEM development work-
flow (Figure 3) consists of:

1. Gather elevation data;
2. Convert data to common vertical and horizontal datums, units, and file formats;
3. Evaluate and edit data in GIS software;
4. Build and evaluate DEMs in GIS software and with statistical analyses;
5. Document DEM development in technical reports and metadata;
6. Distribute DEMs for public availability.
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Figure 3. The DEM development workflow at NOAA NCEI is an iterative process of gathering
elevation and depth data from multiple sources, converting the data to common specifications, and
editing the data prior to building the DEM. There are multiple, iterative quality-control (QC) measures
in the workflow, and we document the DEM development process prior to the final DEM distribution.

Specifically, the open-access code includes command-line tools and a Python ap-
plication programming interface (API) for automated data download, processing, QC,
gridding, and formatting with two main software tools: “fetches” and “waffles.” “Fetches”
is the data download tool for obtaining publicly available elevation data from a variety
of sources and can optionally list, download or process the fetched data for use in DEM
generation. We download a variety of data types, e.g., topographic lidar, multibeam swath
sonar bathymetry, hydrographic soundings, etc., from a variety of sources, e.g., NOAA
Office for Coastal Management (OCM) Digital Coast, NOAA NCEI NOS Hydrographic
Surveys, NOAA NCEI Multibeam, USGS The National Map, and U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers (USACE) Navigation Condition Surveys, etc. (Table 2). Data from these sources
are collected by different instruments, on different platforms, and in different environments.
Other data sources include digitized bathymetric charts or topographic maps, shorelines,
satellite-derived elevations, and precisely surveyed geodetic monuments. We download
the data in an area slightly larger (~5%) than the DEM extents. This data “buffer” ensures
that interpolative gridding occurs across rather than along the DEM boundaries to prevent
edge effects, which is especially important in areas with sparse bathymetric data and large
interpolation distances. Data buffers also minimize vertical offsets between adjacent DEM
tiles. We use MB-System [74] style datalists to evaluate and process the large amount of
varied source elevation data, including fetching data on-the-fly using any of the available
“fetches” data modules listed in Table 2.
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Table 2. Data source modules available in the CUDEM software tool “fetches.”

Name Description URL

Arcticdem Arctic DEM https://www.pgc.umn.edu/data/arcticdem/

Bluetopo A curated collection of high- resolution seafloor models from
NOAA. https://www.nauticalcharts.noaa.gov/data/bluetopo.html

Buoys Buoy information from NOAA https://www.ndbc.noaa.gov

Charts NOS Nautical Charts, including electronic Nautical Charts
and Raster Nautical Charts https://www.charts.noaa.gov/

Chs Canadian Hydrographic Surveys https://open.canada.ca

copernicus Copernicus elevation data https://doi.org/10.5069/G9028PQB

digital_coast Lidar and Raster data from NOAA’s Digital Coast https://coast.noaa.gov

Earthdata NASA Earthdata https://cmr.earthdata.nasa.gov

Ehydro USACE hydrographic surveys https://navigation.usace.army.mil/Survey/Hydro

Emodnet EmodNET European Bathymetric/Topographic DEM https://portal.emodnet-bathymetry.eu/

Fabdem FABDEM (Forest and Buildings removed Copernicus DEM) https://data.bris.ac.uk/data/dataset/s5hqmjcdj8yo2ibzi9
b4ew3sn

Gebco A global continuous terrain model for ocean and land with a
spatial resolution of 15 arc-seconds.

https://www.gebco.net/data_and_products/gridded_
bathymetry_data/

Gmrt The Global MultiResolution Topography synthesis https://www.gmrt.org

Hrdem High-Resolution DEMs from Canada https://open.canada.ca

hydrolakes HydroLakes vector and derived elevations https://www.hydrosheds.org/products/hydrolakes

mar_grav Marine Gravity Satellite Altimetry Topography from Scripps. https://topex.ucsd.edu/WWW_html/mar_grav.html

Mgds Marine Geoscience Data System https://www.marine-geo.org

Multibeam NOAA Multibeam bathymetric data https://data.ngdc.noaa.gov/platforms/

Nasadem NASA Digital Elevation Model https://www.earthdata.nasa.gov/esds/competitive-
programs/measures/nasadem

ncei_thredds NCEI DEM THREDDS Catalog https:
//www.ngdc.noaa.gov/thredds/catalog/demCatalog.html

Ngs NGS monuments http://geodesy.noaa.gov/

Nos NOS Hydrographic DataBase (NOSHDB) https:
//www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/bathymetry/hydro.html

Osm Open Street Map https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/

srtm_plus SRTM15+: Global bathymetry and topography at 15
arc-seconds. https://topex.ucsd.edu/WWW_html/srtm15_plus.html

Tides Tide station information from NOAA https://tidesandcurrents.noaa.gov/

Tnm USGS National Map https://apps.nationalmap.gov/tnmaccess/

Trackline NOAA trackline bathymetry data http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/trackline/

Usiei US Interagency Elevation Inventory https://coast.noaa.gov/inventory/

Vdatum Vertical Datum transformation grids https://vdatum.noaa.gov; https://cdn.proj.org/

All URL are accessed on 14 March 2023.

We visualize each data source in various GIS software applications, including Global
Mapper, QGIS, and ArcGIS. A visual assessment of a data source may reveal gross discrep-
ancies between adjacent elevation or depth measurements caused by several factors such as
misclassification of feature types (e.g., tree canopy or bare-earth), sound velocity errors, or
incorrect digitization. Where multiple datasets overlap, there may be gross discrepancies
between data sources due to disparate spatial resolutions, age, and instrumentation. In
these areas of overlap, we visually compare and quantify the accuracy of each dataset
with independent measurements, consider the data collection date, and then typically
remove the less accurate, older data to reduce artifacts in the final DEMs. In areas of
sparse or no data where there are known to be features such as rocks, jetties, etc., manual
digitization may be required to incorporate these features into the final DEM. Additional

https://www.pgc.umn.edu/data/arcticdem/
https://www.nauticalcharts.noaa.gov/data/bluetopo.html
https://www.ndbc.noaa.gov
https://www.charts.noaa.gov/
https://open.canada.ca
https://doi.org/10.5069/G9028PQB
https://coast.noaa.gov
https://cmr.earthdata.nasa.gov
https://navigation.usace.army.mil/Survey/Hydro
https://portal.emodnet-bathymetry.eu/
https://data.bris.ac.uk/data/dataset/s5hqmjcdj8yo2ibzi9b4ew3sn
https://data.bris.ac.uk/data/dataset/s5hqmjcdj8yo2ibzi9b4ew3sn
https://www.gebco.net/data_and_products/gridded_bathymetry_data/
https://www.gebco.net/data_and_products/gridded_bathymetry_data/
https://www.gmrt.org
https://open.canada.ca
https://www.hydrosheds.org/products/hydrolakes
https://topex.ucsd.edu/WWW_html/mar_grav.html
https://www.marine-geo.org
https://data.ngdc.noaa.gov/platforms/
https://www.earthdata.nasa.gov/esds/competitive-programs/measures/nasadem
https://www.earthdata.nasa.gov/esds/competitive-programs/measures/nasadem
https://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/thredds/catalog/demCatalog.html
https://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/thredds/catalog/demCatalog.html
http://geodesy.noaa.gov/
https://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/bathymetry/hydro.html
https://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/bathymetry/hydro.html
https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/
https://topex.ucsd.edu/WWW_html/srtm15_plus.html
https://tidesandcurrents.noaa.gov/
https://apps.nationalmap.gov/tnmaccess/
http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/trackline/
https://coast.noaa.gov/inventory/
https://vdatum.noaa.gov
https://cdn.proj.org/
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data processing steps may include removing buildings and vegetation from misclassified
lidar datasets, converting data into common units of measurement, or changing a depth
measurement value sign from positive depths down to negative values referenced to a
vertical datum [14].

Importantly, we process bathymetric and topographic data into common data formats,
horizontal datums, and vertical datums to generate integrated, seamless coastal DEMs.
Bathymetric data are typically referenced to a tidal datum (e.g., mean-lower-low water;
MLLW) whereas topographic data are typically referenced to an orthometric datum (e.g.,
North American Vertical Datum of 1988; NAVD88), respectively. To ensure seamlessness
across coastal areas, we convert the bathymetric data from their tidal datum into the ortho-
metric datum of the topographic data (see Table 1). The other main CUDEM tool “waffles”
includes numerous gridding modules for DEM development (Table 3). The “waffles” mod-
ule “vdatum” generates a raster that represents a spatially varying relationship between a
tidal datum and an orthometric datum based on the vertical datum transformation grids
in NOAA’s VDatum Tool [75]. In cases where VDatum transformation grids are unavail-
able for a given region, the CUDEM “waffles” module “vdatum” generates a grid of the
relationship between vertical datums using data from the nearest NOAA tidal stations.

Table 3. Gridding modules available in the CUDEM software tool “waffles.”

Name Description

average Generate an average DEM using GDAL’s gdal_grid command.

coastline Generate a coastline (land/sea mask) using a variety of data sources.

cudem CUDEM integrated DEM generation. Generate a topographic-bathymetric integrated DEM using a variety of
data sources.

IDW

Generate a DEM using an Inverse Distance Weighted algorithm. If weights are used, will generate a UIDW DEM,
using weight values as inverse uncertainty, as described here:

https://ir.library.oregonstate.edu/concern/graduate_projects/79407x932 (accessed on 14 March 2023), and here:
https://stackoverflow.com/questions/3104781/inverse-distance-weighted-idw-interpolation-with-python

(accessed on 14 March 2023)

invdst Generate an inverse distance DEM using GDAL’s gdal_grid command.

linear Generate a linear DEM using GDAL’s gdal_grid command.

mbgrid Generate a DEM using MB-System’s mbgrid command (spline interpolation).

nearest Generate a nearest DEM using GDAL’s gdal_grid command.

nearneighbor Generate a DEM using GMT’s nearneighbor command.

num Generate an un-interpolated DEM using various gridding modes, including options from GMT’s
xyz2grd command.

scipy Generate a DEM using Scipy’s gridding algorithms (linear, cubic, nearest).

stacks Generate a DEM using a raster stacking method. By default, calculate the (weighted) mean where overlapping
cells occur. Set supersede to True to overwrite overlapping cells with higher weighted data.

surface Generate a DEM using GMT’s surface command (spline interpolation).

triangulate Generate a DEM using GMT’s triangulate command.

vdatum Generate a vertical datum conversion grid.

Another important processing step, especially in coastal areas with dense topographic
data and sparse bathymetric data, is the generation of a bathymetric surface. First, we
generate a raster and vector coastline within a specified area based on Copernicus DEM [76]
elevation values above and below mean sea level with the CUDEM “waffles” module
“coastline.”. Additionally, the “coastline” module enables the incorporation of higher-
resolution datasets to refine the resulting coastline. In areas where bathymetric and/or
topographic lidar datasets are available, these data can be incorporated into the tool to

https://ir.library.oregonstate.edu/concern/graduate_projects/79407x932
https://stackoverflow.com/questions/3104781/inverse-distance-weighted-idw-interpolation-with-python
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generate a coastline based on the input lidar data that are typically referenced to the same
vertical datum as the final DEM. Next, we generate a bathymetric surface at a coarser
resolution than the final DEM to interpolate bathymetric values in areas where there
are sparse or no bathymetric data. The bathymetric surface reduces data artifacts often
found within sparse bathymetric datasets and also improves interpolation into the coastal
zone. Interpolating only the bathymetric values prevents dense, topographic data from
interpolating across features such as river channels and coastal marshes, which would
cause such areas in the DEMs to have inaccurate, higher elevation values. We then resample
the resulting bathymetric surface to the resolution of the final DEM, mask the resampled
raster to the generated coastline, and incorporate the masked raster as a dataset in the final
DEM generation.

We generate the bathymetric surface, as well as the final DEM, with the various
interpolative gridding modules within the CUDEM “waffles” tool (Table 3). Previous
research at NCEI indicates spline interpolation is the most accurate gridding method for
generating DEMs [20]. The CUDEM “waffles” tool applies gridding algorithms, such as
the “surface” module, to generate the raster DEM using spline interpolation. Within the
generated datalist, we specify the gridding weight to adjust the relative influence of the
dataset to the DEM value. The gridding weight is determined based on our accuracy
assessments, with larger values representing more accurate datasets and having greater
influence on the DEM value in areas with overlapping or adjacent datasets. We typically
apply a low-pass frequency filter, i.e., a fast Fourier transform (FFT)-based convolution
with a Gaussian kernel [77], to reduce noise in the final DEM. There is also an optional
user-provided parameter in the CUDEM command “waffles” to apply the filter below a
specified elevation value. We typically only apply the filter in bathymetric areas of DEMs
that are derived from sparse, inaccurate depth soundings to reduce interpolation artifacts
in these areas. The CUDEM software tools and modules therein are all publicly available,
free to use and modify, and can be accessed from the GitHub repository [73].

We QC and iteratively re-grid the DEMs until gross anomalies are resolved. Visual QC
techniques include raster hillshades, 3-dimensional (3D) perspective views, and elevation
value color shading to assist in identifying anomalies and artifacts in each iteration of the
DEM. We also generate derivative products such as terrain slope and curvature rasters
to help identify areas of artificial slopes and vertical discontinuities along the boundaries
of datasets.

Lastly, CUDEM tiles are named in the following manner:
ncei[RR]_[n][YY]x[yy]_[W][XXX]x[xx]_[DDDD]v[#].tif
with the following information in place of the brackets []:
[RR]—“19” or “13”, for DEM tile resolution of 1/9th or 1/3rd in arc-seconds;
[n]—“n” or “s”, for Northern or Southern hemisphere;
[YY]x[yy]—Numeric latitude of tile’s northern (top) border in decimal degrees;
[W]—“W” or “E”, for Western or Eastern hemisphere;
[XXX]x[xx]—Numeric longitude of tile’s western (left) border in decimal degrees;
[DDDD]—Year of tile generation;
[#]—Version number of the release.

For example, a CUDEM tile named “ncei19_n39x00_w075x25_2014v1.tif” is a 1/9th
arc-second resolution GeoTiff file with an upper-left corner at North 39.00 degrees latitude
and West 75.25 degrees longitude, generated in the year 2014 and is the first version in this
geographic space and resolution. As we continue to update CUDEMs, the year of generation
and the version number for a specific geographic tile will be updated. Such standardization
will facilitate direct comparison between the DEMs, quantitative change analysis, and
assessments on improvements to the DEMs where new data sources were incorporated.

2.4. Spatial Metadata Generation

We started generating spatial metadata in 2019 to provide additional information
on the source data used in the DEM development. The spatial metadata are generated
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at a raster spatial resolution of 1/3rd arc-second for all CUDEMs and then vectorized to
shapefile format to easily view numerous field attributes for each data source in a GIS
software. The detailed shapefile polygons provide important information on the locations
of the source elevation measurements from which the DEM values are derived.

2.5. Vertical Accuracy Assessment

We independently validated the land portions of the CUDEMs with NASA’s Advanced
Topographic Laser Altimeter System (ATLAS) instrument on board the Ice, Cloud, and
land Elevation Satellite-2 (ICESat-2) observatory. We used ICESat-2 to perform vertical
accuracy assessments for individual CUDEM tiles and to determine the overall accuracy
for the entire CUDEM collection. We converted the DEMs to a common vertical reference
system (EGM2008) using the CUDEM “waffles” module “vdatum” for direct comparison
with ICESat-2 ATL03/ATL08 [78,79] ground photons. We masked the DEMs to omit areas
covered by ocean, inland lakes and reservoirs defined by the global HydroLakes dataset [80]
and buildings defined by the global OpenStreetMap API [81] to restrict the vertical accuracy
assessment to only ground elevations. We extracted the ICESat-2 photons from all satellite
overpasses during the calendar year 2021, and then individually classified them as ground,
vegetation canopy, or atmosphere/noise returns. We used only the ground-based photons
for the accuracy assessment. To reduce potential noise, we performed accuracy assessments
on DEM cells if the interdecile range (10–90%) of ICESat-2 ground photons within a DEM
grid cell included at least 3 photons. The CUDEM vertical errors were then calculated as
the differences between the DEM grid cell values and the mean elevations of the ICESat-2
ground photons within the same grid cells.

3. Results
3.1. CUDEMs

The CUDEMs are a shift from individual project-based DEM specifications to a com-
prehensive program that systematically and continuously generates new and updated
DEMs across all spatial scales. We generated 925 1/9th arc-second DEMs and 403 1/3rd
arc-second DEMs in the CUDEM framework between 2014 and 2022 (Table 4). These
1328 CUDEM tiles cover approximately 850,000 km2 of U.S. coastal areas.

Table 4. The total number of NCEI CUDEM tiles generated to date.

CUDEM Subset Location:
Vertical Datum

1/9th Arc-Second
Tile Count

1/3rd Arc-Second
Tile Count

CONUS: NAVD88 819 267
Hawaii: MSL 54 79

Puerto Rico: PRVD02 26 29
USVI: VIVD09 9 15

Guam: GUVD04 4 2
CNMI: NMVD03 6 4

American Samoa: ASVD02 7 7
Total 925 403

3.2. Data Discovery and Access

The 1/9th and 1/3rd arc-second CUDEMs are discoverable and accessible for public
download through the NOAA OCM Digital Coast Data Access Viewer (DAV; Table 5).
The CUDEMs can also be downloaded for each spatial resolution via their respective bulk
download pages.
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Table 5. CUDEM data download URLs from the NOAA Digital Coast Data Access Viewer (DAV)
and their respective bulk download pages.

CUDEM Subset Location:
Vertical Datum Data Access Viewer URL Digital Coast Bulk Download URL

CUDEM 1/9th CONUS: NAVD88 https://coast.noaa.gov/dataviewer/#/
lidar/search/where:ID=8483

https://chs.coast.noaa.gov/htdata/
raster2/elevation/NCEI_ninth_

Topobathy_2014_8483/

CUDEM 1/9th Hawaii: MSL https://coast.noaa.gov/dataviewer/#/
lidar/search/where:ID=9428

https://chs.coast.noaa.gov/htdata/
raster2/elevation/NCEI_ninth_

Topobathy_Hawaii_9428/

CUDEM 1/9th Puerto Rico: PRVD02 https://coast.noaa.gov/dataviewer/#/
lidar/search/where:ID=9525

https://chs.coast.noaa.gov/htdata/
raster5/elevation/NCEI_ninth_
Topobathy_PuertoRico_9525/

CUDEM 1/9th USVI: VIVD09 https://coast.noaa.gov/dataviewer/#/
lidar/search/where:ID=9529

https://chs.coast.noaa.gov/htdata/
raster5/elevation/NCEI_ninth_

Topobathy_USVI_9529/

CUDEM 1/9th Guam: GUVD04 https://coast.noaa.gov/dataviewer/#/
lidar/search/where:ID=9462

https://chs.coast.noaa.gov/htdata/
raster5/elevation/NCEI_ninth_

Topobathy_Guam_9462/

CUDEM 1/9th CNMI: NMVD03 https://coast.noaa.gov/dataviewer/#/
lidar/search/where:ID=9560

https://chs.coast.noaa.gov/htdata/
raster5/elevation/NCEI_ninth_

Topobathy_CNMI_9560/

CUDEM 1/9th American Samoa:
ASVD02

https://coast.noaa.gov/dataviewer/#/
lidar/search/where:ID=9460

https://chs.coast.noaa.gov/htdata/
raster5/elevation/NCEI_ninth_

Topobathy_AmSam_9460/

CUDEM 1/3rd CONUS: NAVD88 https://coast.noaa.gov/dataviewer/#/
lidar/search/where:ID=8580

https://chs.coast.noaa.gov/htdata/
raster2/elevation/NCEI_third_

Topobathy_2014_8580/

CUDEM 1/3rd Hawaii: MSL https://coast.noaa.gov/dataviewer/#/
lidar/search/where:ID=9429

https://chs.coast.noaa.gov/htdata/
raster2/elevation/NCEI_third_

Topobathy_Hawaii_9429/

CUDEM 1/3rd Puerto Rico: PRVD02 https://coast.noaa.gov/dataviewer/#/
lidar/search/where:ID=9524

https://chs.coast.noaa.gov/htdata/
raster5/elevation/NCEI_third_
Topobathy_PuertoRico_9524/

CUDEM 1/3rd USVI: VIVD09 https://coast.noaa.gov/dataviewer/#/
lidar/search/where:ID=9528

https://chs.coast.noaa.gov/htdata/
raster5/elevation/NCEI_third_

Topobathy_USVI_9528/

CUDEM 1/3rd Guam: GUVD04 https://coast.noaa.gov/dataviewer/#/
lidar/search/where:ID=9463

https://chs.coast.noaa.gov/htdata/
raster5/elevation/NCEI_third_

Topobathy_Guam_9463/

CUDEM 1/3rd CNMI: NMVD03 https://coast.noaa.gov/dataviewer/#/
lidar/search/where:ID=9561

https://chs.coast.noaa.gov/htdata/
raster5/elevation/NCEI_third_

Topobathy_CNMI_9561/

CUDEM 1/3rd American Samoa:
ASVD02

https://coast.noaa.gov/dataviewer/#/
lidar/search/where:ID=9461

https://chs.coast.noaa.gov/htdata/
raster5/elevation/NCEI_third_

Topobathy_AmSam_9461/

All URL are accessed on 14 March 2023.

3.3. Documentation

We generated documentation on the CUDEM specifications, input data sources, pro-
cessing, and gridding for regional project areas [82]. We also generated Federal Geographic
Data Committee (FGDC) compliant and International Organization for Standardization
(ISO) 19115-2 standard metadata (Table 6). The metadata records contain the elements to
meet NCEI requirements and provide valuable information to assist users, such as the
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spatial representation and reference system information. Published metadata records are
then harvested and ingested into publicly searchable data catalogs.

Table 6. DOI and metadata records for the CUDEM collections, separated by spatial resolution and
vertical datum.

Top Level CUDEM Record DOI CUDEM Subset Location:
Vertical Datum Metadata Record URL

CUDEM 1/9th arc-second;
https://doi.org/10.25921/ds9v-ky35 – https://data.noaa.gov/waf/NOAA/NESDIS/

NGDC/MGG/DEM/iso/xml/999919.xml

CONUS: NAVD88 https://data.noaa.gov/waf/NOAA/NESDIS/
NGDC/MGG/DEM/iso/xml/199919.xml

Hawaii: MSL https://data.noaa.gov/waf/NOAA/NESDIS/
NGDC/MGG/DEM/iso/xml/299919.xml

Puerto Rico: PRVD02 https://data.noaa.gov/waf/NOAA/NESDIS/
NGDC/MGG/DEM/iso/xml/399919.xml

USVI: VIVD09 https://data.noaa.gov/waf/NOAA/NESDIS/
NGDC/MGG/DEM/iso/xml/499919.xml

Guam: GUVD04 https://data.noaa.gov/waf/NOAA/NESDIS/
NGDC/MGG/DEM/iso/xml/599919.xml

CNMI: NMVD03 https://data.noaa.gov/waf/NOAA/NESDIS/
NGDC/MGG/DEM/iso/xml/699919.xml

American Samoa: ASVD02 https://data.noaa.gov/waf/NOAA/NESDIS/
NGDC/MGG/DEM/iso/xml/799919.xml

CUDEM 1/3rd arc-second;
https://doi.org/10.25921/0mpp-h192 – https://data.noaa.gov/waf/NOAA/NESDIS/

NGDC/MGG/DEM/iso/xml/999913.xml

CONUS: NAVD88 https://data.noaa.gov/waf/NOAA/NESDIS/
NGDC/MGG/DEM/iso/xml/199913.xml

Hawaii: MSL https://data.noaa.gov/waf/NOAA/NESDIS/
NGDC/MGG/DEM/iso/xml/299913.xml

Puerto Rico: PRVD02 https://data.noaa.gov/waf/NOAA/NESDIS/
NGDC/MGG/DEM/iso/xml/399913.xml

USVI: VIVD09 https://data.noaa.gov/waf/NOAA/NESDIS/
NGDC/MGG/DEM/iso/xml/499913.xml

Guam: GUVD04 https://data.noaa.gov/waf/NOAA/NESDIS/
NGDC/MGG/DEM/iso/xml/599913.xml

CNMI: NMVD03 https://data.noaa.gov/waf/NOAA/NESDIS/
NGDC/MGG/DEM/iso/xml/699913.xml

American Samoa: ASVD02 https://data.noaa.gov/waf/NOAA/NESDIS/
NGDC/MGG/DEM/iso/xml/799913.xml

All URL are accessed on 14 March 2023.

3.4. Spatial Metadata

The FGDC compliant metadata and spatial metadata products are available for down-
load for each spatial resolution and vertical datum from their respective bulk download
pages (see Table 5). We started generating spatial metadata for CUDEMs in 2019, and to
date, includes coverage of the Gulf of Mexico, New England, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, Amer-
ican Samoa, Guam, and portions of the U.S. West Coast. The spatial metadata enhance
standard text-based metadata by indicating the locations of the source datasets used in
the development of the DEMs and provide valuable information including the data col-
lection agency and the year of collection (Figure 4). Previous research at NCEI indicates
that the vertical uncertainty in DEMs varies spatially due to the integration of disparate
data collected at different time periods and with different measurement technologies (e.g.,
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sonar, lidar) [18]. The spatial component can help users infer the relative accuracy of areas
within the DEM based on the age, density, and instrumentation of the underlying data. For
example, the accuracy of the DEM typically decreases in areas with old, sparse, lead line
measurements with large interpolation distances [18–20]. The spatial metadata also enable
source data provenance and can facilitate data masking for future DEM updates with new
data collections. For example, the spatial metadata shapefile can be used to remove areas
of the DEM derived from pre-storm data where there are new, post-storm data collections
to update the DEM.
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3.5. Vertical Accuracy

We independently validated the land portions of the 1/9th arc-second CUDEMs
with NASA’s ATLAS instrument on board the ICESat-2 observatory and calculated a
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corresponding vertical mean bias error of 0.12 m ± 0.75 m at one standard deviation, with
an overall RMSE of 0.76 m (Figure 5, Panel A). See Table 7 for the vertical accuracy statistics
of the CUDEMs, separated by vertical datum.
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portions of the 1/9th arc-second CUDEMs. (A) Histogram of DEM grid cell errors calculated as the
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errors introduced by the vertical datum conversions. (B) DEM vs. ICESat-2 elevation scatterplot,
with a dotted-gray “perfect fit” 1:1 line. (C) Histogram of the number of photons within the inter-
decile range that was used to compute the ICESat-2-derived mean elevation of each DEM grid cell.
(D) Histogram of relative canopy-cover in the validated grid cells, with the percentage equated as the
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Table 7. Vertical accuracy statistics of CUDEMs calculated from ICESat-2, separated by vertical datum.

CUDEM Subset Location:
Vertical Datum

Mean Error ± One
Standard Deviation (m)

Root Mean Square Error
(RMSE) (m)

Entire CUDEM collection: Varies 0.12 ± 0.75 0.76
CONUS: NAVD88 0.12 ± 0.72 0.73

Hawaii: MSL −0.45 ± 4.03 4.06
Puerto Rico: PRVD02 0.24 ± 1.15 1.18

USVI: VIVD09 0.78 ± 2.55 2.66
Guam: GUVD04 −0.51 ± 1.20 1.30
CNMI: NMVD03 −0.54 ± 1.27 1.38

American Samoa: ASVD02 0.57 ± 2.78 2.84
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4. Discussion
4.1. Benefits of CUDEM Program

NCEI CUDEMs are essential datasets for the coastal inundation modeling compo-
nents of the NOAA Tsunami Program, NTHMP, COASTAL Act, and NOPP. The publicly
available CUDEMs are also important datasets for numerous external coastal inundation
modeling efforts. For example, CUDEMs were used to model susceptibility of barrier
island road networks [83] and the evolution of barrier islands during extreme storms [84].
CUDEMs were also used to project the effects of land subsidence and sea-level rise on
storm surge flooding [85], quantify tidal phase effects on coastal flooding [86], simulate
compound coastal flooding [87], and to model coastal wetlands exposure to storm surge
and waves [88]. A variety of other academic and federal agency coastal modeling research
efforts use CUDEMs, e.g., coastal habitat monitoring [89,90], estimating estuarine strat-
ification and flushing times [91], and modeling the impacts of dredging and sediment
shoaling on hydrographic navigation [92,93]. CUDEMs are also important datasets for
satellite-derived bathymetry [94], the generation of unstructured global ocean models [95],
and as part of a USGS database of cross-shore profiles of U.S. Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico
sandy coastlines [96].

The CUDEMs have been recognized for their use by multiple U.S. federal agencies
towards meeting their shared mission goals. The Geospatial Data Act of 2018 (GDA) was
signed into U.S. law on 5 October 2018, and is now in the U.S. Code, Title 43—Public Lands,
Chapter 46: GEOSPATIAL DATA [97]. As part of the GDA, the FGDC was tasked to lead the
development, implementation, and review of policies, practices, and standards relating to
geospatial data, including the designation and oversight of National Geospatial Data Asset
(NGDA) data themes. The CUDEMs are recognized as an official NGDA in the “elevation”
data theme. Further, the NOAA Digital Coast DAV provides download statistics on all
hosted datasets [98]. As of October 2022, CUDEMs have been downloaded over 9000 times,
with a clear increase over time (Figure 6). The download counts are further classified by
the email account domain extensions and indicate the use of the CUDEMs by the general
public (.com; ~68%), academic researchers (.edu; ~17%), government officials (.gov; ~7%),
and military entities (.mil; ~4%). The CUDEM dataset for the CONUS, “Continuously
Updated Digital Elevation Model (CUDEM)—Ninth Arc-Second Resolution Bathymetric-
Topographic Tiles,” has over 8000 downloads since 2018. These CUDEMs are the most
downloaded DEM collection and 3rd most downloaded dataset hosted on the entire NOAA
Digital Coast DAV since 2018.
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4.1.1. Rapid Update of CUDEMs

There are numerous benefits of a consistent, multi-resolution collection of continuously
updated DEMs to NOAA, other federal science agencies, academic researchers, emergency
management, and the general public. The CUDEM Program maximizes the value of the
NOAA-funded data collections by rapidly incorporating these data into a quality-controlled,
integrated topographic-bathymetric gridded data product. The CUDEM Program also
benefits other U.S. governmental agencies that collect topographic and bathymetric data
(e.g., USGS, FEMA, USACE) by similarly facilitating the rapid ingestion of these data
collections into quality-controlled DEMs. The “waffles” module “stacks” can generate
“version 2” CUDEMs with a raster stacking method where new data collections can be
gridded, and then supersede areas of the “version 1” CUDEMs to rapidly update the
DEM tile. Coastal process modelers often require a seamless, topographic-bathymetric
DEM that is derived from numerous individual source datasets. Minimizing the time to
incorporate the most recent topographic and bathymetric datasets into quality-controlled
DEMs is imperative for accurate, present-day coastal process modeling. To date, we have
updated 91 1/9th and 21 1/3rd DEM tiles in the CUDEM framework. Updated “version
2” DEMs include coastal areas with post-Hurricane Sandy data collections in New Jersey,
post-Hurricane Harvey data collections in Texas, and post-Hurricane Maria data collections
in Puerto Rico and USVI. These “version 2” DEMs are denoted in the naming convention as
“_v2.tif.” We plan to continue to update CUDEM tiles with new data collections, eventually
resulting in “version 3”, “version 4,” etc., DEMs.

4.1.2. Consistency across Spatial Scales

The Bipartisan Budget Act of 2018 funded research on new software tools to facilitate
the rapid incorporation of updated local DEMs into regional and global elevation models.
This research maximizes the value of post-storm data and ensures scientific modeling
efforts utilize elevation models that best reflect the current morphology across spatial
scales. The “waffles” module “stacks” can also be used to generate regional and global
DEMs based on a raster stacking method where local, high-resolution 1/9th and 1/3rd arc-
second CUDEM tiles supersede coarser regional and global datasets and thereby minimize
DEM value discrepancies at the domain boundaries of local CUDEM tiles, regional CRMs,
and the global ETOPO model. Such DEM value consistency is an important feature for
modeling oceanic and coastal processes between nested spatial scales, such as tsunami
propagation and inundation modeling, which require less than 1% difference between
the ocean depth or elevation data found for the same location on two grids of differing
resolutions to prevent model errors [99,100]. The multiscale DEM development framework
was advanced through the Bipartisan Budget Act of 2018 with the rapid generation of
post-Hurricane Harvey and Maria DEMs, a regional CRM of Puerto Rico and USVI, and
post-Hurricane Irma DEMs planned for completion in 2023. Further, we recently generated
a new, global relief model, ETOPO 2022, in the CUDEM framework that incorporated all
the 1/9th and 1/3rd arc-second DEM tiles [72].

4.2. Challenges

There are many challenges to generating seamless, coastal DEMs when integrating
disparate bathymetric and topographic data sources [14]. In most U.S. coastal areas, there
are numerous high-accuracy, dense, modern topographic and topographic-bathymetric
lidar datasets nearshore compared to low-accuracy, sparse, historical hydrographic sound-
ings offshore. Determining the appropriate spatial resolution of the DEM is a fundamental
question with raster-based DEMs with uniform cell sizes [101]. Amante [18] indicated that
integrating disparate bathymetric and topographic datasets of varying age, quality, and
measurement density results in areas of larger cell-level uncertainty within a CUDEM tile
area. The terrain itself also varies within a DEM area, and, consequently, DEMs with a
uniform resolution of 1/9th arc-second can have “hotspots” of larger cell-level uncertainty
in areas of steeper terrain slope [18]. We generate integrated topographic-bathymetric CUD-
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EMs at 1/9th arc-second and offshore bathymetric CUDEMs at 1/3rd arc-second resolution
to best mimic typical topographic and bathymetric data densities and to meet coastal mod-
eler requirements based on the resolutions of their nested structured grids or unstructured
meshes. These grids and meshes used to model coastal inundation are typically 1 to 3 m in
important nearshore hydrological channels and coarser than 10 m offshore.

Another major challenge is the lack of publicly available river and dredged channel
bathymetry data. Huang et al. [102] indicated that “broken” bathymetric channels in coastal
DEMs are a major source of over-attenuated tidal signals and water-level modeling errors.
See Figures 17 and 18 in Huang et al. [102] for an example of improvements to the represen-
tation of bathymetric channels in recent CUDEMs and its impact on improving simulated
water levels near Sabine Lake, Texas. Accurate river bathymetry representations are also
important for modeling compound flooding that incorporates both storm surge and waves
as well as freshwater inputs from tropical cyclones [61,95,103–107]. Flooding from Hurri-
cane Harvey in Texas in 2017 exemplifies the need for accurate riverine flood modeling
components to model compound flooding impacts of tropical cyclones [87,105,107,108].
Where areas lack river bathymetry data, interpolated values in DEMs across river channels
can cause artificial dams due to adjacent topography or are inaccurately flattened at the
bank elevation of channels. Future efforts should focus on discovering and incorporating
additional locally funded sonar and lidar collections in dredged and inland river channels
and performing additional research on optimally interpolated bathymetry in the absence
of such data. Incorporating and enhancing previous research on optimally interpolating
riverbed depths [109–113] that consider river anisotropy and that are hydrologically con-
ditioned to flow downstream to the ocean is an area ripe for additional research in the
CUDEM program.

Quantitative accuracy assessments of bathymetric DEMs remains an ongoing chal-
lenge and another area of prospective research for the CUDEM program. The current
best-practice at NCEI is to QC bathymetric DEMs with visual methods including hillshades,
3-dimensional perspective images, and derived terrain slope and curvature rasters to
identify and resolve data artifacts resulting from inaccurate hydrographic soundings and
interpolation. We did not rigorously quantify the accuracy in bathymetry in the CUDEM
tiles due to the lack of high-accuracy, independent measurements. Typically, we incorpo-
rated any high-quality bathymetric data into the CUDEMs, and, therefore, such data were
not used as independent validation.

At this time, ICESat-2 returns were only used to validate CUDEM tiles over topo-
graphic land surfaces. The 532 nm green laser on the ICESat-2 ATLAS instrument can
penetrate water, but the ATL03 product does not currently account for the refraction and
the corresponding change in the speed of light that occurs at the air–water interface [114].
Parrish et al. [114] developed a refraction correction algorithm to measure seafloor returns
at depths down to 40 m and calculated a corresponding RMSE of 0.43–0.60 m against
high-accuracy airborne bathymetric lidar. However, ICESat-2 bathymetric returns are only
available over limited regions with low turbidity and waves, and we did not use ICESat-2
to validate the bathymetry of CUDEM tiles. Bathymetric validation remains an area of
future research interest and we may use ICESat-2 derived products for such validation as
they are expanded and made available.

There are also limits to using ICESat-2 to assess the accuracy of the topography of the
bare-earth CUDEMs at their native spatial resolution. Although ICESat-2 emits pulses at
approximately 0.7 m intervals along-track, the footprint of each laser pulse is approximately
17 m in diameter [115], which is significantly larger than the ~3 m ground diameter of a
CUDEM 1/9th arc-second grid cell. Latitude and longitude locations of individual ICESat-2
photons represent the center-location of a laser pulse, but the actual photon detected may
come from anywhere within the ground footprint of the pulse. Thus, individual photons
identified as ground or canopy may come from neighboring grid cells adjacent to the
reported center-location of ICESat-2 returns. The greatest impacts from the larger laser pulse
footprints would be in regions with steep terrain slope and/or large spatial heterogeneity
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(e.g., a boulder field). The ICESat-2 photons also typically have a vertical uncertainty of
approximately 10 cm [116], which contributes to the total error budget between ICESat-
2 and the CUDEMs. Further, the ICESat-2 photon classification algorithm in NASA’s
ATL08 product differentiates between ground and canopy photons using a statistical
surface-finding approach [79]. Although the algorithm performs well overall, independent
assessments have found misidentified ground and canopy photons [117], which can bias
the ICESat-2 ground elevation measurements. Lastly, building footprints in OpenStreetMap
data can be incomplete over regions and subject to temporal changes between the time of
CUDEM generation and ICESat-2 assessments, which may cause the extents of buildings
to not be properly masked in certain locations. For these reasons, the calculated CUDEM
vertical errors represent a combination of vertical errors in the DEM itself and potential
errors in the ICESat-2 elevation product and building masking procedure. The respective
contributions of each of these sources of error to the accuracy assessment of the CUDEM tiles
are both terrain- and time-dependent and were not rigorously quantified in this analysis.

4.3. Future Work

We plan to continue to update NCEI DEM tiles in the CUDEM framework where
new source data are available, especially in dynamic areas of morphologic change after
hurricane or tsunami events. Our funding partners will inform the priority of specific
regions for DEM updates to improve their respective modeling efforts. Areas of inland river
bathymetry are the largest data gaps in the current collection of CUDEMs. A future research
endeavor is to discover and incorporate additional local river bathymetry data collections
and to perform research on optimizing riverbed interpolation to help improve the accuracy
of storm surge and riverine compound flooding. We are also currently incorporating local
DEM tiles into regional CRMs to enhance consistency in our elevation products. We plan
to regularly update NCEI’s suite of local, regional, and global DEMs to ensure seamless,
gridded data products across spatial scales.

Future research will also focus on additional accuracy assessments with ICESat-2
passes, including new accuracy assessments of near-shore bathymetry where water turbid-
ity and wave action permit. Previous research at NCEI indicates that the vertical uncertainty
in DEMs varies spatially due to the integration of disparate data collected at different time
periods with different measurement technologies (e.g., sonar, lidar), and for different terrain
characteristics (e.g., sloped vs. flat terrain) [18,20]. DEM uncertainty affects the fidelity
of coastal inundation modeling; therefore, the DEM uncertainty should be estimated and
incorporated in such coastal process models [18,118–121]. Furthermore, identifying U.S.
coastal communities and offshore waters with large DEM uncertainty also aids in prioritiz-
ing future topographic and bathymetric data collections, which, in turn, will also improve
the fidelity of coastal inundation modeling.

We are also collaborating with the USGS on generating spatially explicit rasters that
represent the total propagated vertical uncertainty at one standard deviation for each DEM
cell. The total propagated vertical uncertainty could include uncertainty contributions
from the data sources’ measurement uncertainty from vendor reports, vertical datum
transformation uncertainty provided by NOAA’s VDatum tool [122], subcell measurement
variance from the mean elevation of the DEM cell value, and the number of measurements
per DEM cell, following the methodology from Amante (2018) [18] and references therein.
This approach could also be informed by mapping potential biases in coastal marshes
using remotely sensed coastal land cover products, such as NOAA’s Coastal Change and
Assessment Program (C-CAP) products, and tidal wetland biomass products [123,124].
New research on uncertainty contributions from morphologic change would also add to
the utility of the DEMs for coastal modelers, especially in dynamic, sandy environments
prone to erosion and accretion during storms and tsunamis.

Future research efforts to generate additional ancillary data products could enhance
the scientific benefits of the CUDEM Program. We plan to generate new versions of the
CUDEMs that will facilitate the analysis of morphologic change over time due to coastal
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erosion and accretion on a tile-by-tile basis, especially pre- and post-storm or tsunami
events. An example of pre- and post-Hurricane Michael DEMs of Cape San Blas, Florida,
shown in Figure 7 highlights this avenue of future research efforts. Important derived
data products could include morphologic change calculations representing the elevation
differences between the pre- and post-event DEMs in areas with high-quality (i.e., lidar)
datasets as indicated by the spatial metadata. Additional data products that indicate areas
of new high-quality source data compared to previously interpolated elevations and depths
can provide information on the return on investment for such data collections. Further,
products representing areas of remaining elevation and depth data gaps can also aid in the
prioritization of future data collections, which could then be incorporated in new versions
of the CUDEMs.
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breach (arrows), is an avenue of future research.

5. Conclusions

We initiated a comprehensive program at NOAA NCEI, the CUDEM Program, to
systematically develop DEMs using FOSS. We provide open-access to our code repository
for consistency, transparency, and to promote accessibility. In this framework, we gen-
erated 1328 CUDEM tiles between 2014 and 2022, covering approximately 850,000 km2

of U.S. coastal areas. To date, we have updated 112 of these CUDEM tiles with post-
Hurricane Sandy, Harvey, and Maria topographic and bathymetric data collections. The
CUDEMs are currently the highest-resolution, seamless depiction of the entire U.S. At-
lantic and Gulf Coasts in the public domain. Further, the CUDEMs provide complete
coverage for Hawaii and the U.S. island territories of Puerto Rico, USVI, American Samoa,
Guam, and CNMI, and provide partial coverage for the U.S. Pacific Coast. Collectively,
these DEMs are essential to determining the timing and extent of coastal inundation and
improving community preparedness, event forecasting, and warning systems. We indepen-
dently validated the land portions of the CUDEMs with NASA’s ATLAS instrument on
board the ICESat-2 observatory and calculated a corresponding vertical mean bias error of
0.12 m ± 0.75 m at one standard deviation, with an overall RMSE of 0.76 m.
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The CUDEMs were generated in a systematic framework to facilitate rapid updates
and to enhance consistency across local, regional, and global scale DEMs. We plan to
continue to generate new and updated DEMs in the CUDEM framework and perform
additional accuracy assessments. Generated spatial metadata can help users infer the
relative accuracy of areas within the DEM based on the age, density, and instrumentation of
the underlying source data in the CUDEMs. Spatial metadata will also inform both future
CUDEM updates and morphologic change analyses by delineating areas with high-quality
pre- and post-event data collections. We plan to generate additional data products, such
as spatially explicit vertical error estimations and morphologic change calculations, to
enhance the utility and scientific benefits of the CUDEM Program.
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